The new POD Temporary Tag will be available on **June 26, 2020**. The BMV will discontinue issuing cardboard temporary tags to dealerships after the release of the POD temporary tag. The POD process will be available for both standard and motorcycle inventories.

**IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR NON-WEB ENABLED DEALERS:**

Non-Web Enabled Dealers are to sell all their current stock of cardboard temporary tags. Once all current stock has been depleted, there are two options available for temporary tag sales:

1. Sign up to become a Web Enabled Dealer
   - Print-on-Demand Temporary Tags
   - Purchase temporary tag inventory for $15 per tag and sell to customers for no more than $20

2. Utilize the Temporary Tag online service at [www.OPLATES.com](http://www.OPLATES.com)
   - Customers may order a temporary tag online
   - Customers will receive an email with a link to print the temporary tag. *(NOTE: The temporary tag is to be printed on a standard 8.5” x 11” white sheet of paper).*

- **The first option allows the dealership to continue offering temporary tag service.**
- **The second option allows the customer to purchase a temporary tag online without having to visit a local BMV, which saves the customer time.**